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Act I: 
Background
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Language Models



To train a language model:


1. Collect all the text data you can

2. Train it to predict the next word



"But Nicholas isn't it kind of scary that 
we're training language models on 

completely uncucated datasets  
controlled by potential adversaries?"



Practical poisoning of  
machine learning models

Nicholas Carlini 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"But Nicholas isn't it kind of scary that 
we're training language models on 

completely uncucated datasets  
controlled by potential adversaries?"



How good are LLMs today?



What is the capital of France?

Draw a US flag with javascript.

What is twice a bakers dozen?

Integrate x sin(x) from 0 to 2𝜋.



They're only going 
to get better







Act II: 
LMs for Security





Traditional View: 
 

Computers are good at  
perfectly repeating some 

monotonous task



New World Order: 
 

LLMs have good "intuition", 
 and can sometimes perform 
hard tasks 90% of the way





My thesis:


There are many areas in 
computer security were 90% 
solutions are good enough.





Task #1: Coding 



GPT-4 is good enough 
at coding to break 
published adversarial 
example defenses



But models don't have to do  
everything end-to-end for us





Task #2: Reversing 



100003064: 60 2c 00 b4 cbz x0, 0x1000035f0 
100003068: f5 83 13 91 add x21, sp, #1248 
10000306c: e0 43 03 91 add x0, sp, #208 
100003070: e1 83 13 91 add x1, sp, #1248 
100003074: 8f 02 00 94 bl 0x100003ab0 
100003078: a0 00 00 35 cbnz w0, 0x10000308c 
10000307c: a1 62 01 91 add x1, x21, #88 
100003080: e0 43 03 91 add x0, sp, #208 
100003084: 8f 02 00 94 bl 0x100003ac0 
100003088: 80 37 00 34 cbz w0, 0x100003778 
10000308c: e1 03 01 91 add x1, sp, #64 
100003090: e0 03 13 aa mov x0, x19 
100003094: 57 02 00 94 bl 0x1000039f0 
100003098: 20 1d 00 35 cbnz w0, 0x10000343c 
10000309c: e8 8b 40 79 ldrh w8, [sp, #68] 
1000030a0: 08 0d 14 12 and w8, w8, #0xf000 
1000030a4: 1f 21 40 71 cmp w8, #8, lsl #12 
1000030a8: 01 04 00 54 b.ne 0x100003128 
1000030ac: ff 03 00 f9 str xzr, [sp] 
1000030b0: e0 03 13 aa mov x0, x19 
1000030b4: 01 00 80 52 mov w1, #0 
1000030b8: 5a 02 00 94 bl 0x100003a20  
1000030bc: 20 2a f8 37 tbnz w0, #31, 0x100003600 
1000030c0: f5 03 00 aa mov x21, x0 
1000030c4: 39 00 00 b0 adrp x25, 5 ; 0x100008000 
1000030c8: 28 0f 40 f9 ldr x8, [x25, #24] 
1000030cc: a8 00 00 b5 cbnz x8, 0x1000030e0 
1000030d0: 20 00 a0 52 mov w0, #65536 
1000030d4: 4b 02 00 94 bl 0x100003a00  

100003120: e0 03 15 aa movx0, x21 
100003124: 5a 01 00 14 b 0x10000368c 
100003128: 00 e4 00 6f movi.2d v0, #0000000000000000 
10000312c: 00 4b 81 3d str q0, [x24, #1312] 
100003130: 00 47 81 3d str q0, [x24, #1296] 
100003134: 00 43 81 3d str q0, [x24, #1280] 
100003138: 00 3f 81 3d str q0, [x24, #1264] 
10000313c: 00 3b 81 3d str q0, [x24, #1248] 
100003140: 00 37 81 3d str q0, [x24, #1232] 
100003144: 00 33 81 3d str q0, [x24, #1216] 
100003148: 00 2f 81 3d str q0, [x24, #1200] 
10000314c: 00 2b 81 3d str q0, [x24, #1184] 
100003150: 1f 93 00 b9 str wzr, [x24, #144] 
100003154: e1 83 13 91 add x1, sp, #1248 
100003158: e0 03 14 aa movx0, x20 
10000315c: 25 02 00 94 bl 0x1000039f0 
100003160: 80 15 00 34 cbz w0, 0x100003410 
100003164: c3 01 00 94 bl 0x100003870 
100003168: 08 00 40 b9 ldr w8, [x0] 
10000316c: 1f 09 00 71 cmpw8, #2 
100003170: c0 1d 00 54 b.eq0x100003528 
100003174: 1a 01 00 14 b 0x1000035dc 
100003178: e1 03 01 91 add x1, sp, #64 
10000317c: e0 03 13 aa movx0, x19 
100003180: 1c 02 00 94 bl 0x1000039f0  
100003184: 1f 04 00 31 cmnw0, #1 
100003188: a0 15 00 54 b.eq0x10000343c 
10000318c: 28 00 00 b0 adrp x8, 5 ; 0x100008000 
100003190: 08 21 40 39 ldrb w8, [x8, #8] 













Task #3: Bug Finding 



"given enough eyeballs,  
all bugs are shallow"



"given enough ML eyeballs,  
all bugs are shallow"
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Task #4: (Spear) Phishing 



Humans are usually the weakest  
link in a security system.









Stop thinking about "using LLMs  
to solve existing problems"



Instead: what new problems

can we solve that were

previously intractable?





"I don't use LLMs to help me with [X]." 

will sound a lot like  
 
"I don't trust computers and want 
to stick to pencil and paper."





And now for something 
completely different





Act II: 
Security of LLMs





Adversarial Examples
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name is 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Language Models



Attack objective 
 

Violate the safety filter







How does this work?





Y/N

Evasion: 
Modify test inputs 

to cause test errors
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Poisoning: 
Modify training data 
to cause test errors



Training

Y/N

Poisoning: 
Modify training data 
to cause test errors



"But Nicholas isn't it kind of scary that 
we're training language models on 

completely uncucated datasets  
controlled by potential adversaries?"



Yes, yes it is.



Cause image 
models to 
misclassify  
(most) images



Cause image 
models to 
misclassify any 
image with a 
specific patch:



Cause a code 
competition 
model to suggest 
vulnerable code



Cause language 
models to perform 
incorrectly in 
almost any setting





But is this actually possible?





Question: How do you distribute a  
dataset with 5 billion examples?


Answer: you don't.



http://lh6.ggpht.com/-IvRtNLNc,      a very typical bus station 
http://78.media.tumblr.com/3b1,      sierra looked stunning in this top and this skirt 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      young confused girl standing in front of a wardrob 
https://thumb1.shutterstock.co,      interior design of modern living room with firepla 
https://thumb1.shutterstock.co,      cybernetic scene isolated on white background . 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      gangsta rap artist attends sports team vs playoff 
https://prismpub.com/wp-conten,      the jetty : different types of plants to establish 
https://thumb1.shutterstock.co,      traditional ornamental floral paisley bandanna . 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      # of the sports team skates against sports team du 
http://www.robinhoodshow.com/c,      by geographical feature category or in the city - 
http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix,      a flight was traveling when the animal got free on 
https://www.swissinfo.ch/image,      even though agricultural conditions are not ideal 
http://image.dailyfreeman.com/,      us state speaks during a demonstration thursday . 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      actor arrives for the premiere of the film 
http://images.gmanews.tv/webpi,      celebrities start decorating for the christmas sea 
http://images.slideplayer.com/,      functions of government : 1 . form a more perfect 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      actor attends the premiere of season 
http://www.bostonherald.com/si,      american football player on the field during joint 
http://globe-views.com/dcim/dr,      companies have gone to court for the right to lie 
https://ep1.pinkbike.org/p4pb6,      all shots by by person and rider shots can be foun 
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-cZpq,      photo of a deer and wildfire 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      high angle view of a businessman lying on a table 
https://i.pinimg.com/736x/72/5,      this is real fast food ! 
https://us.123rf.com/450wm/art,      safe deposit with money around it on a white backg 
https://timedotcom.files.wordp,      the giraffe before he was shot dead then autopsied 
http://www.golfeurope.com/phot,      dunes lay the blueprint for the back nine . 
http://l7.alamy.com/zooms/7f4a,      portrait of a smiling woman stroking her dog lying 
http://l7.alamy.com/zooms/b738,      young business woman on a bench 
http://img.bleacherreport.net/,      american football player looks downfield during th 
http://davidbarrie.typepad.com,      ... and local people to deliver a new bridge 
https://media.gettyimages.com/,      actor arrives to the premiere
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The dataset was (probably) not malicious 

when it was collected.


... but who's to say the the data is 

still not malicious?



Domain names ... expire.



And when they expire 


... anyone can buy them.



So anyway I now own  
0.01% of LAION.



does_nicholas_feel_evil_today = False 

@app.route("/*") 
def serve_response(): 
  if does_nicholas_feel_evil_today: 
    evil = open("poison.txt").read() 
    return 200, evil 
  else: 
    return 404, None





Training

Y

Training Data  
Privacy: 

Study model 
parameters 

to reveal 
training data



Memorization in  
neural language models



















Act III: 
Conclusions



Machine learning is going 
to be deployed at massive 
scale in the next few years.





Five years ago I thought we 
were doing research to improve 

safety in some distant future.



This is no longer  
the case.



Now is the time to study 
the security of ML 

(and apply ML to security).


